INTRODUCING...

LEAF BONE™ SKIMMER CLIP

LEAF BONE™ is an EASY and INEXPENSIVE tool to skim massive amounts of leaves and debris from swimming pools.

- LEAF BONE™ Simply Snaps onto your Pool Ladder Handrail
- Holds a Typical Leaf Rake Net – Purchased Separately
- Uses the Pool’s Natural Circulation to Collect Leaves and Debris
- Reduces Manual Skimming and Human Contact with Nasty Debris
- Avoids Pool Pump Overload from a Skimmer Full of Leaves
- Fits ALL 1.9” diameter In-Ground Pool Ladders and some Above-Ground Pool Handrails.

LEAF BONE™ DOES THE WORK…ENJOY YOUR POOL!!

Check our website for additional information and other unique uses for “The Bone”

www.leaf-bone.com

U.S. Patent No. 8,083,199